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667 Main Streel, Rollinsford. NH 03869
603-742-2510
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday
9:00 am to 1.00p.m.
Thursday
3:00 p.m. to 7.00 pm
SELECTMEN'S OFFICE




Monday 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
SUMMER HOURS
First Monday in May to First Monday in October
Monday 7:00 a.m. to 10:00a m.
Monday Evening 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Saturday 8:00a m. to 1:00p.m.
•Schedule of operating hours subject to weather conditions.
Holiday adjustments or shut-downs to be posted at the Transfer Station.
ROLLINSFORD WATER AND SEWER
Office is located at Treatment Plant
P.O. Box 174
Clerk /Billing- Tuesday and Friday 11 00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Chief Operator - Monday through Friday 7:00 am to 3:00 p m
742-8124
WEB SITE: www.rollinsford.nh.us/
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December 31
New Years Day









End of Year Audit
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Town Offices Closed-Transfer Stat
Town Offices Closed-Transfer Stat
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Town Offices Closed-Transfer Stat













The 2008 municipal year in Rollinsford enters the history books as one with
considerable change and achievement. The renovation of the Town Hall Tower started in
the fall and continues to progress this winter. The contracted cost of the project will be
$105,500, coming in under the $128,000 appropriation approved at the March 2008
Town Meeting. The Highway Maintenance Building and the new Salt Shed are nearing
completion off Jesse Doe Road near the transfer station building. This project exceeded
the $225,000 appropriated at the 2008 Town Meeting, by about $45,000 to increases in
prices of materials, steel, concrete, etc., and some unplanned expenditures for special
interior paint required by building codes. Transfers from the contingency fund and
highway department funds covered the cost overrun. The good news is that we have a
quality highway facility that was paid for without the need for any funding. The highway
department dump truck has a new $8,000 bed that replaced the old bed that was falling
apart due to years ofwear and rust associated with hauling salt and sand.
Just before Christmas, Sam Mick took down the Old Redman Building at contract
price of $18,000. A major portion ofthe removal cost was due to transportation costs and
demolition fees at a recycling facility in Maine. State regulations prohibited burning or
burying of the demolition materials in town.
The renovation and resurfacing of South Street during the summer cost
approximately $65,000. Price increases for highway construction material severely limit
the area that the road resurfacing funds will cover Consequently, the proposed 2009
capital budget line item for road renovation and resurfacing has been increased from
$60,000 to $75,000.
The 2009 Rollinsford property tax rate increased to $17.10 per $1,000 of assessed
value. The property tax collected was distributed as follows. Town 12.2%; county 12.8%;
and school 75%. While many people plead for control of tax increases, the proposed
budgets for the 2009 tax year will require an increase of $1.50 in the tax rate for the
school, a 2.85% for the county, and a few cents decline in the town.
These expected tax rates could increase if non-tax revenues decline below 2008
levels Revenues from auto registrations, state revenue grants for highways, education,
and interest on idle funds, represent revenue areas that could decline in 2009 If the
legislative attempts balance the state budget by eliminating some of the highway and
educational grants received by local education and municipal governments, the property
tax rate could jump significantly more than the $1 .60 tax rate increase that the Selectmen
think will occur in the 2009 property tax rate in Rollinsford. Property tax payers should
keep a close watch on the actions of the state legislature in 2009, as our representatives
and senators attempt to deal with the state budget crisis. Local officials fear that
downshift of the state budget crisis to the local level will create even higher property
taxes.
Tom Mansfield, a former Selectman, 1986 to 1989, and Jeff Bergeron, long time
Rollinsford fiieman and former Highway Department Road Assistant, passed away
during the last 12 months. These men, who served the Town of Rollinsford well in the
past, contributed their time and talents to making Rollinsford a better community. We
also pause to recognize the contributions of Betty Casey, who was a teacher in
RoUinsford Grade School for 20 years in the 1960-1980 era. During 2008 Rollinsford
welcomed Police Officer Jonathan Baker in August as a full-time officer after he had
previously served as a part-time officer.
The State ofNew Hampshire requires the tOAvn to revalue its assessed property in
2010. This revaluation process will begin in 2009 with home visits to verify building
measurements, uses and structural conditions. The data verification process will be
completed in 2010 and the new values will be sent to property owners in the summer of
2010, followed by meetings with OAvners who wish to question new values. Given the
current real estate market, it is expected that property assessed value may decrease on
structures. However, a given percentage in property values will be offset by a
corresponding increase in the property tax rate in order to generate the expenditures
approved at the school and towTi meetings in March. Revaluation is required to insure
that each property assessment reflects market values, but it will not reduce overall taxes
collected. The only way to reduce total property taxes is to reduce expenditures or find
new alternative sources of revenue.
Commercial and industrial property development has long been proposed as a
way to reduce residential property taxes. In 2008 a new industrial firm - Atlantic
Recycling- joined the C & J and Clearwater Artesian Well business firms along Jessie
Doe Road. Other small business firms have sought business sites in Rollinsford, but
industrial sites in Town have been difficult to find. The Town needs to provide other
industrial sites besides the Jessie Doe area. An Article in this year's Town Meeting
Warrant, adddresses this issue by requesting that the gates and bars be removed on part of
Indigo Hill Road in the industrial area to provide access to adjacent land already zoned
industrial. After removing the gates and bars, the adjacent property owners could propose
to subdivide and bring the road up to Class 5 standards required for industrial
development.
During 2009, the Town of Rollinsford will be in Strafford Superior Court to
address the issue of condo development in the Commercial II zoning district adjacent to
Somersworth and Dover, The town zoned the area for commercial uses, however, a
developer proposes to construct about 250 residential condos in the zone.
The Planning Board has proposed eight amendments to the Zoning Ordinance in
the 2009 Town Warrant. These amendments will be voted on by official ballot on
Tuesday, March 10, 2009 at the Town Hall. The Selectmen support all the proposed
amendments, which are of an editorial nature to clarify issues rather than to make
substantive change in the zoning ordinance.
The other budget issue that has evolved in the 2009 Warrant involves the staffing
and funding for the Public Library. While most people strongly support the library, there
are strong difference in how citizens think the library should be staffed and financed. Any
public activity can be financially supported in three ways: 1) by use ofvolunteer help; 2)
by private donations, fees and grants; and 3) by public support with property tax
appropriations. The Selectmen have received four petition Warrant Articles concerned
with the operation and finance of the Rollinsford Public Library.
Once again, the Selectmen thank the residents for their participation,
understanding and cooperation in the process ofgoverning the Town ofRollinsford.
Likewise, we acknowledge the debt of gratitude that we owe to the many volunteers on
committees that give many unpaid hours to the Town. The professional service of
members of the Fire Department, Police Department, Highway Department and the Town
Administration Staff is recognized and greatly appreciated.
TOU^ OFFICIALS AND BOARDS
SELECTMEN AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR TERM EXPIRES
Edmund F. Jansen, Jr. 2009
Nathaniel Leach 2010





CHIEF OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Harry Knowles 2009




SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Carolyn Spencer 2010

















Edmund F. Jansen, Jr. -Ex-OtTicio - Selectmen
Denise Knowles - Ex-Officio - School Board
Dennis St. Hilaire - Hx-OtTicio - Water & Sewer District
















Michael Lapointe 20 1
1
STRAFFORD COUNTY REGIONAL PLANNING BOARD
Edmund F. Jansen, Jr. 2009
John Hinsman 2010
ELECTED AT TOWN MEETING
















Robert Ducharme, Chief 2009
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT














Edmund F. Jansen, Jr. - Ex-Officiai
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
Robert Ducharme 20 1
Robert Dubois 2010
Howard Hammond 20 1
MikeGillis 2010
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Ray Vermette, Jr. 2009
Daniel Marquis - Chairman 2009










REPRESENTATIVE TO LAMPREY REGIONAL COOP
Edmund F. Jansen, Jr. 2009
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES
January 2008 to December 2008
Budget Committe - Postage

















Town Share -Pica 2,392.37 2,698.81







Printing Town Reports ^•''^??^ -•*°9-°9





Title Search ^'0 00 750.00
Equipment 0.00 1,000.00
Computer Softwaie ^.OO 1,000.00
Computer Web 1,219.80 1.250.00
Contingency 32.780.60 39,000.00
Conferences & Dues 280.00 400.00
Mileage I ''604 600.00
Supplies - 1.556.31 1.800.00
Budget Committee - Envelopes 139.23 23.00
Paychex Service 3.935. 36 3,200.00
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Year to Date Year to Date
Actual Budget
Vendor Discounts 0^0 0.00
Misc 5,846.28 0.00
Elections & Registrations 0.00 0.00
Ballot Clerk's Wages 505.00 600.00
Town Clerk's Salary 16,580.00 16,580.00
Town Clerk '5000 150.00
Town Share - Pica 1,079.30 1,117.79









Misc. & Payments to the State 00 0.00
Financial Administration 0.00 0.00
Treasurer 2,600.00 2.600.00
Tax Collector's Salary 15,479.05 15,479.00
Town Share - Pica 1,124.56 1.166.10










Legal Expense 31.894.40 15,000.00
Emergency Management 0.00 0.00
Emergency Management 0.00 0.00
Personnel Administration 0.00 0.00
Unemployment 372.00 190,00
Workers Comp 11,767.73 0.00
Planning 0.00 0.00
Planning Secretarial 50.00 500.00
Town Share - Pica 10.20 0.00
13
Year to Date Year to Date
Actual Budget
Town Share - Medicare 2.38 0.00
Postage/Notices 1,329.96 500.00
Advertising 568.65 400.00





Town Share - Pica



















Town Share - Pica 257.54 0.00
Town Share - Medicare 60. 1
5
0.00
Town Hall - Sewer 520.00 520.00
Water -Town Hal! 259.00 248.00
Water - Highway Shed 259.00 248.00
Water - Fire Station 259.00 248.00
Water - Transfer Station 259.00 236.00
Heat - Town Hall 1 1 . 1 86.52 ! 2,000.00
Heat - Highway Shed 3,409.68 4,050.00
Heat - Fire Station 9,932.90 10,000.00
Repairs/Maint. - Town Hall 6,272.97 4,000.00
Repairs/Maim. - Highway SI- 95.00 1,500.00
Repairs/Mamt. - Fire Station 1 ,03 1 .45 3,000.00
Electricity - Town Hall 7,223.31 8,500.00
Electricity - Highway Shed 1 ,302.7
1
1 ,500.00
Electricity - Pire Station 2,042. 1
3
2,600.00
Transfer Sta.Electricity 443.13 600.00
Supplies - Town Hall 514 67 700.00
Cemeteries 0.00 0.00
Cemeteries 14,608.05 14,909.00
Insurance / Bonds 0.00 0.00







Telephone & Cell Phones
Answering Service
Town Share - Pica























New Scon Air Packs
Building Inspection

























































































Town Share - N4edicare
Workers Comp.
Transfer/Recycling Equipment
Disposal of Metal, Tires, etc.













Town Share - Pica





































































































Year to Date Year to Date
Actual Budget
Thanksgiving Parade 0.00 250.00
Town Share - Pica 894.36 767. 1
1
Town Share - Medicare 209.11 177.61
Workers Comp. 0.00 283.62
Winter Rec - 0.00 100.00
Summer Rec Labor 1 4,424.82 1 1 ,824.97
Rec transportation/supplies 1.469.40 2,975.00
Supplies 0.00 62.37
Park Developmem 635.82 3,500.00
Library Op. from library Trust 0.00 4,044.89
Library Director 4.016.02 0.00
Patriotic Purposes 0.00 0.00
Cemetary Flags - Legion 309.80 900.00
Conservation Commission 0.00 0.00
Conservation Commission 100.00 100.00
Industrial Commission 0.00 0.00
Industrial Commission 0.00 100.00
Navy Yard Committee 0.00 0.00
Navy Yard Committee 100.00 100.00
Historic Committee 0.00 0.00
Wentworth Mansion 0.00 0.00
Historic Committee 94.35 500.00
Principal 0.00 0.00
Principal - Town Hall Renova 50,000.00 50,000.00
Interest 0.00 0.00
Interest - Town Hall Renova 14.750.00 14,750.00
Abatements / Overlay 0.00 0.00
Abatements/Overlay 24,081.92 0.00
Land & Improvement 0.00 0,00
Fire Sta. Parking Lot 0.00 0.00
Scout Land Cons. Trust • 8,900.40 10,000.00
Demolition Redman Club Bldg 8,000.00 10,000.00
Land Trust Fund 0.00 20,000.00
Road Reconstruction 60.000.00 60,000.00
Land Appraisal 0.00 15.000.00
Machinery, Vehicles, Equip 0.00 0.00





Landscaping & Sidewalks $ 540.00
Fire Station Furnace 11000.00
So. Berwick Rescue 34386.00
T. Hall Basement 1060.00
Salt 3100.00
Cemetery Capital Acct. 461.44
Sand 3899.70
Scoutland Cons. Trust 8900.40
Demolition-Redman Club Bldg. 10000.00
Total $ 73361.54
CARRYOVER TO 2009
Jessie Doe Rd $ 4200.00
Foundry St Survey 4400.00
Master Plan & Ordinance Updates 2500.00
Town Hall 2nd Floor 2000.00
Landscaping & Sidewalks 5060.00
T. Hall Basement 8040.00
Town Office - Copier 2000.00
Highway Building 30000-00
Fire Dept. Generator 6600.00
Police Department Grant 2700.00
T. Hall Tower 20000.00
Fire Answering Service 2000.00
Hwy Depart. - Sand 3900.00
Scout Land Cons. Trust 2000.00
Total 95400.00
cSuN?Y ^ 3518763.00















2008 Budget Dept. 2009 Selectmen 2009 Bud. Comm.
1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
0.00














Telephone & Cell Phone
Life & Disability Highway
Town Share - Pica























2008 Budget Dept. 2009 Selectmen 2009 Bud. Comm.

























































































































































Town Share - Pica
Town Share - Medicare
Workers Comp.
Transfer/Recycling Equipment
Disposal of Metal, Tires, etc.












Town Share - Pica






License Fee to State
2008 Budget Dept. 2009 Selectmen 2009 Bud. Comm.
2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00
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ROLLINSFORD 2008 PROPERTY TAX SUMMARY
Map
Map
Map Ul Block Owner
000014 000042 000001 BOWER, JEFFREY W.
000011 000016 000000 BRACKETT, AARON
000009 000015 000000 BRANDT, HENRY H.
000009 000016 000000 BRANT DEVELOPMENT CO OF NH
000009 000010 000043 BRELIS, CHRISTOPHER
000013 000001 000000 BROWN. CHARLEEN
000002 000002 000021 BROWN, CHARLES
000014 000046 000000 BROWN. EARL J.
000019 000023 000001 BROWN, EARL J.
000019 000028 000000 BROWN. EARL J.
000020 000004 000000 BROWN, EVELYN
000005 000011 000000 BROWN. JOHN C.
000020 000016 000000 BROWN. MICHAEL
000008 000007 000000 BROWN, NANCY W. TRUSTEE
000014 000019 000000 BROWN, NANCY W.. TRUSTEE
000014 000050 000000 BROWN. NANCY W., TRUSTEE
000014 000052 000000 BROWN. NANCY W. TRUSTEE
000019 000023 000002 BROWN. NANCY W.TRUSTEE
000009 000010 000013 BROWN. TERRY
000010 000025 000000 BROWN. WILLIAM A.
000002 000002 000016 BROWN.SCOTT D.
000019 000006 000000 BRUNELLE, ANDRE E
000009 000027 000000 BRUNELLE. RAYMOND
000002 000002 000020 BRUNETTE. KENNETH
000014 000045 000000 BRYAN. JOSHUA J
000010 000104 000000 BURCH. JARROD L.
000003 000014 000000 BURKE LIVING TRUST
000003 000046 000000 BURKE. DENNIS
000009 000010 000038 BURNETT. RENO
000003 000027 000001 BUSINESS PARTNERS, INC
000003 000027 000005 BUSINESS PARTNERS, INC.
000003 000027 000000 BUSINESS PARTNERS. INC.
000020 000023 000000 CAHILL, KEVIN
000014 000026 000000 CALCULATOR. LAUREN K.
000001 000046 000001 CAMBO. WILLIAM H,
00000
1
000046 0001-2 CAMBO. WILLLMvl H
000010 001 12A 0413-1 CANEL, CAMILO
000010 000042 000000 CAOUETTE. JOSEPH
000010 000122 0412-3 CARBERRY. BONNIE
000004 000037 000030 CARD. RICHARD
000015 000020 000000 CARIGNAN. KAREN L
000010 000105 000000 CARLEY.JOHN
000015 000031 000000 CARLSON. JOHN R,
000009 000013 000006 CARLSON, JOHN ROBERT
000003 000007 000002 CARMER. DEWITT
000011 000001 000001 CARNES. JODIL
000009 000008 000000 CARON. GARY
000013 000014 000000 CARON. GERARD
000014 000024 000000 CARON. JOHN L
000013 000007 000000 CARR. ROLAND
000011 000021 000000 CARRIEL. MAURA S.
000009 000010 000002 CARROLL. CHRISTOPHER D,
000009 000010 000037 CARROLL. THOMAS
000010 0001 II 0425-2 CARTER. EILEEN H.
000015 000014 000000 CASEY. CARMEL A.
000005 000019 000000 CASHMAN. WILLIAM
000010 000055 000000 CASS. HARLEY
000003 000012 000000 CASS. PAUL M
000002 000009 000000 CASSANELLI. MAURO









































































































































Map Block Owner Tax Value Total Tax Credils
000010
01/26/09 ROLLINSFORD Bill 2 of 2 TAX RATE/ 1 000 = $ 17.
Map Lol Block Owner Tax Value Total Tax Credits
000003 000002 000000 FRESH CREEK CONSERVATION,LLC
000019 000029 000000 GAGE. KASARA M B - TRUSTEE
000009 000018 000000 GAGNE. RAYMOND J.
000001 000029 000000 GAGNON F/!iMllLY IRREVOCABLE TRU
000001 000028 000001 GAGNON, DENNIS J.
000001 000028 000000 GAGNON. LAURENT
000001 000027 000000 GAGNON, LAURENT & MAUREEN
00000 1 000027 000001 GAGNON. NORMAN
000009 000013 000042 GAISER, VICTORIA
000009 000013 000002 GALANES, PAUL
000004 000022 0002-1 GALEOTA. JAMES
000009 000020 000000 GALLANT, JILL A.TUTTLE-TRUSTEE
000009 000022 000000 GALLANT. JILL A.TUTTLE-TRUSTEE
000014 000036 000000 GALLUP. DAVID T.
000020 000010 000000 GARDNER, MICHAEL NEEDS TRUST
000004 000037 000036 GARDNER, SARAH - TRUSTEE
000019 000025 000000 GARNEAU. MAURICE E.
000011 000003 000000 GARREPY, MICHAELS.
000001 000074 000001 GARRETT, LEE
000001 000074 000002 GARRETT. LEE
000003 000034 000000 GARRISON PLAYERS
000015 000005 000000 GARVIN, JON R.
000004 000044 000000 GARVIN, ROSE
000004 000045 000000 GARVIN, ROSE
000014 000013 000011 GATCOMB, KELLY R
000001 000014 000002 GATEWAY UROLOGY PA.
000011 000002 000001 GATZOULIS, V & N.
000011 000026 000000 GATZOULIS. V,& N.
000010 000087 000000 GAUTHIER, GEORGE
000002 000002 000042 GEIL, MARK - TRUSTEE
000001 000074 000003 GEORGE, CHARLES
000019 000021 000000 GERARD, IRENE M.
000009 000010 000030 GERRISH, DWIGHT
000005 000013 000000 GIBBAS. DORIS B.
000005 000053 000000 GIBBAS. MICHAEL
000009 000007 000000 GIBBONS. COREY
000015 000027 000000 GIBBONS, MICHAEL P.
000003 000021 000002 GILBERT F/UvllLY TRUST
000009 000003 000000 GILBERT. F.S.
000015 000012 000000 GILLIS. MICHAEL P
000020 000017 000000 GINCHEREAU, SHA-NLEE L.
000009 000010 000009 GIROUX, NORLAND P
000002 000002 000015 GITSCHIER. HERMAN
000019 000019 000000 GLEBUS, BARBARA C - TRUSTEE
000003 000006 000003 GLIDDEN.SHAWN
000013 000005 000000 GLOVINSKJ, WILLIAM
000010 000114 000000 GOLDSTEIN. ANDREW
000005 000028 000000 GONYA, JOSEPH
000010 000111 0425-3 GOODALL. SAMANTHA M
000003 0000 II 000003 GOODMAN, PATRICIA
000004 000014 000001 GOODRICH, CHESTER
000004 000037 000027 GOODWIN, CHRISTINE
000020 000003 000002 GOODWIN, DAVID
000005 000012 000000 GOSSELIN, MICHAEL
000014 000055 000002 GOSSELIN. RICHARD
000002 000002 000022 COULD, SHIRLEY
000021 000006 000000 GOULET. NOEL
000002 000007 000001 GOURDOUROS FAMILY IRREV TRUST
000014 000029 000000 GRAHAM. ERICK M,














Map Lot Block Owner Tax Value Total Tax Credits
00002! 000018 000000 TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD-TC
000021 000020 000000 TOVvT^I OF ROLLlNSFORD-TC
000021 000021 000000 TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD-TC
000021 000024 000000 TOWN OF ROLL(NSFORD-TC
000021 000027 000000 TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD-TC
000021 000029 000000 TOWN OF ROLLINSFOR£>-TC
00002! 000030 000000 TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD-TC
00002! 000008 000000 TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD-TS
000021 000012 OOOOOO TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD-TS
000005 000047 OOOOOO TREADWELL. LOUISE
000003 000017 OOOOOO TREFETHEN. VERLIE R.
000001 000063 OOOOOO TRICE, ROGER C
000014 000037 OOOOOO TROMBLY, NORMAN
000001 000013 OOOOOO TRUSTEES OF. WD HOSPITAL
000004 000037 000014 TUCKER, JAMES R.
000003 000007 OOOOOO TURCOTTE. LINDA C
000020 000009 OOOOOO TURCOTTE, LIONEL
000014 000038 000001 TURCOTTE, PETER
000014 000037 000001 TURCOTTE, RICHARD
000001 000058 OOOOOO TURGEON. ARMAND G.
000005 000035 OOOOOO TURGEON, RICHARD L.
000004 000022 000003 TWEEDIE. DAVID
000010 000102 OOOOOO TWIN SONS ENTERPRISES, LLC
000004 000037 000001 UEDA, HERB
000005 000038 OOOOOO UNKNOWN
000005 000043 OOOOOO UNKNOWN
000011 000036 000001 UNKNOWN
00002! 000011 OOOOOO UNKNOWN
000021 000013 OOOOOO UNKNOWN
00002! 000014 OOOOOO UNKNOWN
000021 000022 OOOOOO UNKNOWN
000005 000042 OOOOOO VARNEY, JAMES W.
000002 000002 000035 VATISTAS, CATHY
000020 000015 OOOOOO VAUGHAN, ROBERT A.
000009 OOOOIO 000003 VENNARD, BLAKE E
000014 000003 000001 VERCAUTEREN FAMILY REVOCABLE
000002 000014 OOOUTL VERIZON
000010 000113 OOOOOO VERM ETTE.JR,- RAYMOND
000010 000113 000002 VERMETTE, JR, RAYMOND
000002 000013 000001 VERMETTE. JR. RAYMOND A.
000010 000115 OOOOOO VERMETTE. JR. RAYMOND A
000011 000002 OOOOOO VE2IR1S. KOSMAS
000001 000073 000001 VIEL. CONSTANCE
000002 000001 OOOOOO VIEL. CONSTANCE- TRUSTEE
OOOOII 000007 OOOOOO VIEL, RITA
OOOOIl 000009 OOOOOO VIGNEAULT, ROGER
OOOOIO 000122 0412-2 VINCENTIO, LAUREL TRUSTEE
000013 000008 OOOOOO VOLINSKY, ROBERT
000003 000016 OOOOOI VOYE. WILLLMVI
000009 000002 OOOOOO WADE II. BRL\N D
000014 000022 OOOOOO WALDEN. BENJAMIN R
000002 000002 000037 WALKER III, COLBY
000004 000037 000015 WALKER. REBECCA B - TRUSTEE
000009 000013 000003 WALKER. THOMAS
000008 000006 OOOOOO WALLINGFORD. JOHN J
000010 000035 OOOOOO WARD. KENNETH J
000014 000050 000001 WASON, ROBERT
000003 000028 OOOOOO WASSON REVOCABLE TRUST
000014 000012 OOOOOO WATSON. DONALD W





















































































































































































Map Block Owner Tax Value
SUMMARY OF INVENTORY & TAX ANALYSIS
COMPARATIVE LIST FOR 2007-2008
TYPE OF PROPERTY
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR 2008
Auto Permits
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT











As of December 31, 2008
CASH
Cash In Bank - Checking











Less: Allowance for Bad Debt
Due From Hydro Reserve Fund












SUMMARY OF TOWN VEHICLES & EQUIPMENT
Year
Municipal Property





'RpCCinsford "PoCice 'Department ^^J^
667 Main Street • P.O. Box 438











The Rollinsford Police Department saw some personnel changes over the
last year, which should yield some additional hours of routine preventative
patrol. First, my position has been reduced to a part time position (30 hours
week), with all the same work related requirements. I will still continue to be a
'working chief. Second, part time Officer Jonathan Baker was promoted to full
time officer replacing the full time position vacated by me. Officer Baker is
scheduled to attend the 14 week full time police academy in Concord beginning
in January, 2009. Part time Officer Jason Talon was hired to fill the position
vacated by Officer Baker. Officer Talon successfully completed the part time
police academy in December, 2008.
Our calls for service and officer initiated activity continues to show a slight
increase from the prior year. Time spent on criminal investigations also increased
as a result of increased criminal activity, which reduces the amount of routine
preventative patrols. I am happy to report an overwhelming majority of our
crimes are solved.
There has been some speculation and rumors concerning the building of a
new police station. I would like to report to the citizens that a "Building
Committee" has been established by the Board of Selectmen to review the
current on-going water infiltration and mold problems at the station. The
committee will report to the Selectmen on the current conditions, and any
remedial actions that may be necessary to correct the problems. As part of the
review, the Committee will evaluate whether or not to move the police
department from the cellar of the town hall to another location. It is well known
that my preference of a new location would be the former site of the Highway
Department on Silver Street. This site is already owned by the town, level, and
more centralized to the entire town. As of now there are no immediate plans to
build new or plans for corrective actions at the current facility as the committee
is being very thorough in its review, and there are no cost figures available at
this point for either plan as well. We are mindful of the current economic
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situation and will present an open and frank discussion with the citizen's of
Rollinsford before any plans move forward.
We participated in a multi agency purchase of a radar trailer with
electronic display sign. We share the sign with the Barrington and Milton Police
Departments as well as the Strafford County Sheriff's Department. If you would
like to have the sign set up on your roadway, feel free to give me a call.
The citizen's of Rollinsford are an exceptional group. I witnessed
neighbors helping neighbors during the extended power outage. Private citizens
assisted the police and fire departments with debris removal from roadways to
expedite the opening of roadways during recent severe storms. The Rollinsford
Police Benevolent Association's Holiday Food Basket Program exceeded its goal in
donations for helping the less fortunate at Thanksgiving and Christmas, and with
its annual letter campaign, despite the current economic conditions. The folks in
town always seem to come together in difficult times. Our community certainly is
better off when we all work together.
I would like to thank the members of the other town agencies,
committees, and boards for their assistance and cooperation in working with the
police department.
In closing I would like to thank the citizen's of the Town of Rollinsford for









June 29^^ to August f^
9 AM to 3 PM
Resident Fee: $50.00 per child
Resident fee for a family: $95.00
Non-resident Fee: $60.00 per child
Non-resident Family: $145.00
$20.00 for those playing sports only
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The Rollinsford 2008 Summer Recreation program served 1 10 children
representing 81 families. The program operated from June 25'*' through
August 1*' from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm daily. The cost for Rollinsford residents
was $40.00 per child or $85.00 for a family. Non-residents were charged
$50.00 per child and $125.00 for a family, space permitting. Students who
attended the program for sports teams only were charged $15.00 for
residents and $25.00 for non-residents.
A total of six field trips were planned. All field trips had a minimum fee of
$5.00 to cover transportation costs. Field trips included York Beach, Milton
Town Beach, Water Country, a Fisher Cats game in Manchester, Hilltop Fun
Center and Fun Town/Splash Town. Field trip fees ranged from $5.00 to
$25.00. The regular recreation program is not held at the school on field
trip days.
A director, an assistant and 8 counselors are employed with the program. A
variety of snacks are sold to students for a nominal fee. Lunch type items
such as pizza and hot dogs are sold on some days.
A total of $41 1 1 .00 was returned to the town which resulted from
registration fees and profits from the food items sold.
First Student transportation charged the same in 2008 as it did in 2007. We
are not guaranteed the same rate for 2009.
The committee is anticipating an increase in payroll as a result of the
minimum wage increase and associated costs. The anticipated payroll
increase makes it necessary for the committee to ask for an additional $2000
to be added to the Summer Recreation budget. The profits realized from the
increase for non-resident fees and the sale of food will be returned to the
town as in the past.
.
The committee is also considering holding a fundraiser, possibly a yard sale
prior to the start of the program. A donor has also volunteered to supply the
pizza sold which will result m all pizza sales being a profit. Another donor
has also offered to supply the cheese and nacho chips sold to students which
will make all nacho sales a profit.
The committee is an anticipating a possible increase in enrollment as a result
of the state of the economy. Child care costs are rising and the Rollinsford
Summer Recreation program is an affordable alternative for school aged
children to spend the day and participate in organized games and activities
while being with their friends at an affordable cost.
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ROLLINSFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY - 2008
It has been an astonishing and unprecedented year of accomplishment for the
Rollinsford Public Library. In just twelve months a fully operational library has
been created at no cost to the town. Hundreds of volunteers gave thousands of
hours, and tens of thousands of dollars in materials, funding, and services to
make the dream of many - to create a library in Rollinsford - a reality. We cannot
express in words the depth of our gratitude to all who have contributed to this
long-running grassroots effort. Members of our community from the youngest to
the oldest have given their time, energy, and money, and they can now use (and
call their very own) one of the finest small libraries in the state.
At this point, the library has amassed approximately 10,000 volumes in its
collection. We offer free Internet access to the public at four computer stations
as well as free wireless Internet access. The library currently subscribes to 25
monthly periodicals and a state database system that offers 1,900 periodicals in
full text online to all patrons. The library also has a community meeting room for
public use and groups such as the Girl Scouts, the DAR, Town Boards and
others have regularly scheduled meetings at the library. Several classrooms in
the Rollinsford Grade School walk down monthly with their teachers to visit the
library, thus fostering a commitment to reading and literacy in the community.
Many special programs are offered including a children's summer reading
program and story hours for preschoolers. Programs for adults include reading
groups, a community knitting group and a speaker's series co- sponsored by the
Historical Committee. The library also has an interactive website
(rollinsfordlibrary.org) set up to serve as a venue for communicating to the
residents of Rollinsford about meetings and cultural and social events in the
town.
After three months of volunteering in the library, Tamara Niedzolkowski was hired
as library director by the Trustees in June to facilitate the development of the
library to its current state. As the only employee of the library, the director
coordinates access to free services provided by the State Library to NH libraries
within its system including interlibrary loans, the downloadable audio book
consortium, and the reference databases, including EBSCO.
All library programming is also designed and executed by the director. In
addition, she manages a staff of 22 regularly scheduled volunteers who
contribute approximately 175 hours of work per month, the equivalent of four full-
time employees. These volunteers allow the library to operate between 28-31
hours per week. All books in the collection are in the process of being
electronically catalogued by volunteers and our website allows patrons to search
the collection from home via the Internet.
During the past year, many materials were also donated to the library including,
but not limited to furniture; books; shelving; used computers, printer, bulletin
boards, vacuum cleaner; clock; magazine subscriptions; library cards; etc.
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2008 Library Timeline
February 2008 : Lower mill space donated by the Cutter Family Properties
converted from a warehouse area into a library. Scholastic Book Fair held to
raise money for special shelving in the children's room.
April/May 2008 : Four Introductory Open Houses held to introduce new library to
the community. Windowpane campaign launched as an ongoing library
fundraiser.
June 1 . 2008 : Library opened to the public for summer hours which also included
monthly adult reading group, bi-weekly summer children's programs with guest
readers and performers, and a weekly library promotion booth at the Front Street
Market. Library director participated in training at the State Library to qualify
Rollinsford for access to free and other services offered to municipal libraries.
July 2008 : First annual fundraising event held in Rollinsford at the home of a
member of the Friends of the Rollinsford Public Library. Residents raised several
thousand dollars to support the library.
September 2008 : Fall hours began. Staff of 22 permanent volunteers were
trained and assigned tasks including cataloguing the collection and patron
services. Volunteers averaged 174 hours a month in service to the library.
Community meeting room utilized several evenings a week, including for Girl
Scouts and other town and civic groups. Children's story times offered on
Monday mornings and two evenings a week. After- school homework help made
available on Tuesdays. Adult reading group met once a month. Teen Advisory
Board formed. Grand opening party held for the community. Special guests
included State Library representatives, famous children's author Tomie DePaolo
and other local authors and performers. Four classrooms from Rollinsford Grade
School scheduled to walk to the library once a month for the entire school year.
November 2008 : Library featured special children's programs and performances
on Thursday evenings. These included a professional flutist and a paper-cutting
artist. A fully-electrified miniature village store and post office was on display
from Nov. 20 through Christmas. The entire building measured 59" long by 29"
wide by 33" tall. Magician B.J. Hickman gave a free performance for children
during Artist Open Studios weekend in the mill. Hundreds visited the library
dunng this weekend.
December 2008 : Rollinsford Public Library completed and submitted the Finlay
Challenge Grant application part of which included 1 ,097 Rollinsford Library card
memberships. Rollinsford residents hold over 1,000 of those memberships.
































Tamara Niedzolkowski, Library Director
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Rollinsford Historical Committee
After rebuilding the timber bridge on Newichawannock Trail in summer
2007 for the second time in nearly two years, the Rollinsford Historical Com-
mittee experienced a relatively quiet year in 2008. Over the past decade, the
committee has sponsored a number of hikes along historic Newichawannock
Trail and Indigo Hill Road, thus sought a new path to walk this year.
Accordingly, a hike was scheduled for May 4 along the Salmon Falls River
trail between Somersworth and Rollinsford. Unfortunately, the day was
rained out and the hike rescheduled for the fall.
The hike did happen five months later on October 5, starting from the
Malley/Pray Farm (now the Somersworth Group Home), continuing across
Pray Brook, the Rollinsford town line, and along the river, ascending through
Scout Lands to the abandoned railroad bed, and finishing at the Salmon Falls
Village Park for hot dogs and cider.
The autumn events continued with the lecture, "'Have a brisk hot fire':
18th Century Hearth Cooking", delivered on November 12 by social science
teacher and town resident Julia Roberts at the Colonel Paul Wentworth
House in the village.
Soon after the gazebo in Salmon Falls Village Park had been repainted by
committee members in the late summer, the park began suffering repeated
vandalism, first the gazebo itself and then the granite posts. The park is the
fruition of hundreds of man-hours of labor, not only by committee members,
but by many resident volunteers of good will. Its continued destruction is a
terrible shame and an inexcusable lapse of our town's social order.
During spring 2009, the committee will host two Tuesday night events
underwritten by the New Hampshire Humanities Council, both at the public
library starting at 7 p.m.: Prof. Marcia Schmidt Blaine will present "Liberty
and Lumber: The Rise of Revolutionary Spirit in Early New Hampshire", on
March 24, and Jeff Warner will sing and play various instruments in "Banjos,
Bones, and Ballads", on April 21. There is no charge to attend.
After serving for a decade and a half on the historical committee, includ-
ing as its first chair, and a decade later its current one, 1 am announcing my
resignation from the committee, effective December 31, 2008. It has been a
productive and mostly enjoyable 1 5 years.
Respectfully submitted,
Nelson H. Lawry, Outgoing Chair
Members for 2008: Ed Charpentier, Marc Couture, Nelson Lawry, Lynne
Spencer, and Richard Wasson
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Rollinsford Cemetery Trustees 2008 Report
In 2008 the trustees expended $14608.05 from the cemetery operating budget for
Old Town, New Town and Doe cemeteries.
The trustees expended $80.00 of the operating budget for the yearly Memorial Day clean
up in the Doe Burial Ground.
Total cemetery expenses that the town pays. $7348. 1
6
Total cemetery expenses that are paid from the perpetual care trust fimd. $7259.89
In 2008 a total of six graves were sold in New Town cemetery, for a total of $2100.00
The town of Rollinsford received $1050.00 and $1050.00 went into the perpetual care
trust fiind.
In 2008 an additional nine lots were added to the perpetual care list with a total of
$3850.00 added to the perpetual care trust funds.
In 2008 the tovm received $100.00 in tomb rental.
In 2008 the cemetery trustees had some sections of the New Town cemetery roads graded
at a cost of $1641. 96.
The Rollinsford Cemetery Trustees would like to thank trustee Mike Lapointe for his
efforts on this project and we would also like to thank Libby-Scott Paving for donating
the use of their equipment and operator at no cost to the Town.
In 2008 a spring grave cleanup was conducted through volunteer labor.
In 2008, also through volunteer labor the brush was cut along the perimeter of the
Old Town cemetery and the trees were trimmed.
In 2008, in Old Town cemetery, some stones were uplifted, leveled, reset or repaired
.This work was accomplished through volunteer labor.
The repair of the stones in Old Town cemetery has and will continue to be an ongoing
project because of the condition of some stones in that cemetery. The trustees are
considering some measures that could be taken to prevent further damage of some stones.
The trustees would like to thank Denis Drake for the volunteer work that he helps with in
the cemetery.
The trustees would also like to thank Charisse Baker, Pam Morgan and Beverly Dionne
from the town office for the many hours that they put in working on cemetery business
throughout the year.
The Rollinsford Cemetery trustees would also like to thank all Rollinsford taxpayers for
supporting the town cemeteries.
Rollinsford Cemetery Trustees




2008 Revenues Received From Transfer Station
Item
REPORT OF THE ROLLINSFORD PLANNING BOARD
Calendar year 2008 marked some important changes with the Planning Board. The Board said
goodbye to two longtime members, Charles Putnam, Chairman ( 20 years) and Nancy Carmer,
Secretary ( 14 years). Both dedicated countless hours over many years on the Board working on
both the short-term administrative tasks and the long-range planning initiatives. It is with deep
gratitude that we say Thank You Charlie and Nancy!
The Planning Board hired a planning consultant to help process applications and to assist with
long-range planning initiatives. John Krebs was hired in November having been chosen from a
group of highly qualified consultants. Mr. Krebs helped the Board prepare several zoning
amendments which have been presented at public hearing and will be acted upon by the voters during
the Town elections in March, We welcome Mr. Krebs and look forward to working with him in the
years to come.
In its administrative work the Board:
• Granted approval of two minor site plan reviews for home business. (Application of
Poplawski, Oak Street - Map 3, Lot 39, Application of Lavoie - Rollins Road - Map 16 Lot
I);
• Granted approvals for three subdivisions (Application of Turgeon, Rollins Road - Map I Lot
58; Application of Gage, Silver & Foundry Streets - Map 19, Lot 29.; Application of Hickey,
Silver Street - Map 14, Lot 16);
• Granted approval of one site plan review (Application of Churchill Forge Realty Trust -63
unit expansion of Granite Village - Map I, Lot 1)
• Granted approval of two conditional use permits for wetland and buffer impacts (Application
of Janco, Rollins Road - Map I, Lots 24 & 25; Application of Jalbert, Jesse Doe Road - Map
2, Lot 14-1 SI)
• Granted approval for revised site plan review (Applicant Jalbert & Atlantic Recycling, Jesse
Doe Road - Map 10, Lot 14-2 S2)
In 2009 the Board is looking toward the future and will begin an update of the Town Master Plan.
The update will likely take several years to complete as the Board takes on a chapter or two per year.
The members of the Rollinsford Planning Board include Al Dionne (term
expires 201 1); Michael Gairepy (Chaiiroan term expires 2009); Edmund Jansen (ex officio);
Aaron Lachance (term expires 2010); Patrick McLin (Vice Chaiiroan, term expires 2009);
Leanne Pellerin (Secretary, term expires 201 1); and Sheila Reilly (term exoires 2010).
If anyone is interested in learning more about the Planning Board and/or is interested in
becoming an alternate Planning Board member or Master Plan Committee member please contact us
at planningfSlroHinsford.nh.us
I would like to personally thank the Board members for their hard work and dedication to the
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Strafford Regional Planning Commission 2008 Report
Strafford Regional Planning Commission (SRPC), a political subdivision of the State of New Hampshire,
serves in an advisory role to Rollinsford and seventeen other communities in Strafford, Rockingham and
Carroll Counties. We provide planning services to boards, officials, and citizens and facilitate regional
collaborative efforts to fund regional and local projects.
SRPC's staff offers a range of planning services in transportation, land use, hazard mitigation, economic
development, natural resources, and geographic information systems (GIS) mapping and analysis. These
services are designed to meet the needs of the volunteers who are the foundation of SRPC communities. Our
member communities have access to SRPC educational resources including our website, workshops and
forums, and personalized training.
SRPC conducted the following projects and initiatives for Rollinsford in 2008:
• Completed a comprehensive Natural Resource Inventory of the Town.
• Updated the Town's Tax parcel data.
Continued updates of GIS databases, completed annual traffic counts, and created a 2005 land use
layer for land use planning and buildout analyses.
• Updated standardized map set including Zoning, Transportation and Conservation Land maps
Provided 12 New Hampshire Planning and Land Use Regulation books with a value of $624 to land
use boards.
In 2009 the NH Charitable Foundation, coordinated through the Piscataqua Regional Estuaries Project, has
funded SRPC to prepare an environmental assessment of each Town's land use policies, regulations, and
ordinances. SRPC is the Census 2010 Primary Participant for Strafford County. As the federally mandated
Metropolitan Planning Organization, SRPC will collect traffic counts, road inventory changes, update the
traffic model, provide air conformity analyses, and assist with the development of grant applications for Town
projects. We will continue to collaborate with NH DOT, federal agencies and your officials and staff in regard
to federally funded transportation programs, NH Ten Year Plan transportation projects and economic stimulus
projects for Rollinsford.
We look forward to working with the citizens and officials of Rollinsford in 2009. Thank you for the
opportunity to serve you and for your continuing support of regional planning. Questions or comments can be
referred to Cynthia Copeland, AlCP, Executive Director at cjctolstrafford.oi'g . Please visit our website at
vvww.strafford.org .
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ROLIJNSFORD WAl I-R & SLOWER DIS J RICT
MINUTHS OF THE ANNUAL MEL J ING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, STRAFFORD, SS.
The inhabitants of the Rollinsford Water & Sewer District qualified to vote in District
affairs met on Tuesday, March 25, 2008 at 7:00 pm at the RolHnsford Grade School in the Town
of Rollinsford to act upon the following subjects. Edmund Jansen was the Moderator.
Mr. Jansen called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm.
1
.
To choose by vote the necessary officers of the said District as follows:
A. MODERATOR - Gailann St.Hilaire nominated Edmund Jansen. Michael Lapoint
seconded the motion. There were no other nominations. Edmund Jansen was
elected Moderator.
B. CLERK - Julie Gosselin nominated Gailann St.Hilaire. Michael Lapoint
seconded the nomination. There were no other nominations. Gailann St.Hilaire
was elected Clerk.
C. TREASURER - Dennis St.Hilaire nominated Julie Gosselin. Normand Giroux
seconded the nomination. There were no other nominations. Julie Gosselin was
elected Treasurer.
D. COMMISSIONER to serve until the Annual Meeting of the District in March
201 1. Michael Lapoint nominated Dennis St.Hilaire. Normand Giroux seconded
the nomination. There were no other nominations. Dennis St.Hilaire was elected
Commissioner to serve until the Annual Meeting of the District in March 201 1
.
2. To hear reports of the present officers.
See attached sheet.
3. To authorize the Commissioners to raise and appropriate the operating budget of
$584,897.00 attached and proposed by the Commissioners for the year 2008.
(Approved by the Budget Committee)
Michael Lapoint made a motion to accept. Normand Giroux seconded the motion. All
were in favor. The motion was accepted.
Page 1 of 2
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4. To see if the District will approve the additions, deletions, and/or changes to the
Ordinances of the District as submitted by the Commissioners.
There were no changes to the Ordinances .
5. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
There was no other business to discuss.
Michael Lapoint made a motion to adjourn. Normand Giroux seconded the motion. The
meeting was adjourned at 7: 10 pm.
Given under our hands the 28"' day of March, 2008.
Dennis St.Hilaire; Commissioner, Chairman
Michael Lapoint. Commissioner Commissioners of the













OFFICER S REPORT 3/25,08
Selling your home . Please notify the District. There have been some
problems in the past, so to avoid legal problems, please call the oftice






Ongoing testing and changes are being done at Porter Well to enhance the arsenic
treatment. The problem with the arsenic unit's backwash system has been
rectified. We have hired a new engineering firm to aid us in meeting the new
arsenic limit on a continuing basis. In order to meet this standard and find the
problem with the water quahty of the # 3 well at the Porter well site, we have
done extra testing and televised the #3 well.
We also did a zone hydra fracture of this well to open up the lower portion. This should improve
the performance of this well until other assessments can be completed.
We also installed new flow and level sensors at General Sullivan Well; as well as changing all the
interior piping from this well to the system.
Major leaks were fi.xed on South St. and Lower Mill Rd. .Also five suppls lines were fixed which
aids in recouping lost water.
Biannual hydrant flushing is done to tlush out areas where water does not move on a continuous
bases. Also aids in water quality.
As of January 1, 2008 your water rates have increased from a minimum of S 55.00 for the first
15,000 gallons to $ 68.00. The overage will increase from $ 4.00 each 1 ,000 gallons to $ 5.00.
The main reasons for the increase are the increase in the cost of fuel and chemicals, the age of the
water system, problems with porter well and federal mandates.
We, as Commissioners have tried to keep the costs down, we have been successful with the
sewer but not with the water. Most oj these costs arefixed or mandated and therefore out of
our control.
Reminders
-Disposing of chemicals or gas in the ground is hazardous to our water supply.
-Leaking toilets can be very costly. It can triple or quadruple your normal water bill.
SEWER
Ongoing process upgrades are being done to the Sewer Treatment Facility, in order to keep pace
with EPA's ever changing water quality limits on water entering the Salmon Falls River.
Annual cleaning of the sewer distribution system was accomplished to maintain the quality of the
system.
Reminders
-Sump pumps overload the system. They CANNOT be hooked into the sewer lines. This is a
finable offense.
PC Box 174 Rollinsford, NH 03869-0174
Telephone (603) 742-8124 FAX; (603) 749-4399
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Rollinsford Budget Tracking Admin
Monthly Categories
Rollinsford WWTF Budget Tracking WATER
Monthly Categories
Roilinsford WWTF Budget Tracking SEWER
Monthly Categories
Rollinsford Budget Tracking Revenue
Monthly Categories
To the voters of the Rollinsford School District:
We are in the second year of a two year agreement with the Rollinsford Teachers
Association. The agreement was for a 3.5% increase and additional 2% for the Nurse
towards the effort to bring her to 100% of her pay scale. .
We are still continuing to investigate our space needs at the Grade School and plan to
have an updated report ready for the March town meeting We are being directed by
petitioned warrant articles to have a review of our current area agreement, look into
alternative education for our 7-12 students and possible removal from the area
agreement with Somersworth. If you have any opinion on these warrant articles please
make siu-e to come to a school board meeting or the March school district meeting to
make your opinions known. We also have by petition a request to have on the town
ballot to make the Rollinsford School District SB2. You may read more on this by going
RSA 40:13 the warrant article will read as follows "To allow ballot voting on all issues
before the Rollinsford School District on the second Tuesday of March 2010. (3/5 vote is
required)".
In closing, I would like to thank all the volunteers and staffmembers that continue to
make a difference in the education of our children.
Respectfully submitted,
Denise M. Knowles
Chairperson, Rollinsford School Board
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Principal's Report 2008
To the Residents of Roilinsford:
Roliinsford Grade School is a great place to be part of. RGS is full of dedicated, caring teachers and staff,
who work hard to do what, is best for the children of Roliinsford. The school is truly part of the
community. Most nights at RGS you will see children on the playground, students playing intramural
sports; we have Halloween parties, PTO movie nights and pancake breakfasts, an active web group and a
Go Green Team. RGS works hard to promote growth in our students cognitively, socially, and
developmentally.
This year at Roilinsford Grade School we are fiilly examining our reading program. We are encouraging
students to read more, parents to read with their children, creating book clubs led by community and staff
volunteers, and our staff is examining their instructional practices. We are reflecting on our reading
curriculum and identifying ways to improve reading instruction. We are investigating the best reading
assessments to create literacy profiles for all our students. These profiles will be used to track a student's
progress and better adapt our reading program to meet their unique needs.
We are continuing our GOFNG GREEN theme from last year! Our Go Green Team has won a local
contest from Fosters Daily Democrat for its continuing efforts to help the environment and our school
community. We have new recycle bins for our paper recycling. We are exploring ways to identify wasted
water and ways to conserve it by repairing leaking sinks and replacing old toilets with more efficient
models. Our UNH intern Matt Polzin is working with our Go Green Team on writing a grant to hopefully
improve our facilities to reduce the amount of water used at RGS. With the help of our school Green
Team, we are emphasizing and implementing practices that help us reduce, reuse and recycle in order to
be more Earth Friendly!
Our School has once again been designated a Blue Ribbon School by the New Hampshire Partners in
Education. We were acknowledged because we have a well documented and dynamic volunteer program.
This award recognizes the power and impact of volunteers at our school.
Finally, this will be the twelfth full year of the Community Helpers Program. While participating in this
community service oriented program last year, students logged over 3,000 service hours! This program
absolutely has the potential to make Roilinsford and the world a better place. We are proud that it is a part
of the Roliinsford Grade School "experience". Not only are we preparing our students for the ftiture we
are helping them shape it now.
I invite you to come to RGS and see for yourself all the wonderful things we are doing. Ifyou cannot







ROLLINSFORD GRADE SCHOOL - JANUARY 2009
ENROLLMENT AS OF OCTOBER 1, 2008 PROJECTED ENROLLMENT, SEPTEMBER 2009
KINDERGARTEN



























Elementary Classroom-Kindergarten $52,63 1 .00
Elementary Classroom- 1 , 60,602.00
Elementary Classroom- 1/2 60,5 1 7.00
Elementary Classroom-2 58,08 1 .00
Elementary Classroom-3 54,968.00
Elementary Classroom-3/4 60,7 1 7.00
Elementary Classroom- 4 57,7 1 7,00
Elementary Classroom-5 63,63 1 .00





Special Education Teacher 65,63 1 .00













Mainstream Coach 20,557. 1
5
Mainstream Coach 25,590. 1
7
Mainstream Coach 20,532.96




Mainstream Coach 1 7,096.83
Mainstream Coach 1 5,462.58
Mainstream Coach 10,922.40
Special Education Aide 1 9,372.50
Special Education Aide 7,01 7.47
Kindergarten Aide 18,671.94





Minutes of the Rollinsford School District Meeting
March 8, 2008 Rollinsford Grade School, Rollinsford, NH
Moderator Joseph Caouette called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m. All were asked to stand and recite the
Pledge of Allegiance. The 2008 Rollinsford School District Warrant was read by N4r. Caouette.
Article 1. TO DETERMINE AND APPOINT THE SALARIES OF THE SCHOOL BOARD (CHAIR
$1200, TWO (2) MEMBERS AT $1000 EACH), TRUANT OFFICER ($40), MODERATOR ($50),
DISTRICT CLERK ($50), TREASURER, ($650), SUPERVISOR(S) OF THE CHECKLIST, (THREE (3)
AT $15 EACH) FOR A TOTAL OF $4,035.00. Mr. Dionne made a motion to accept Article 1 as written,
and Mr. Wasson seconded. There was no discussion. Voice vote. Motion carried.
Article 2. TO HEAR THE REPORTS OF AGENTS, AUDITORS, COMMITTEES OR OFFICERS
CHOSEN AND PASS ANY VOTE RELATING THERETO. Mr. Wasson moved to accept Article 2 and
to waive the reading of any of the reports. Ms. Small seconded. No discussion. Voice vote. Motion
carried.
Article 3. TO CHOOSE AGENTS, AUDITORS AND COMMITTEES IN RELATION TO ANY
SUBJECT EMBRACED IN THIS WARRANT. None needed. Move to next article.
Article 4. TO SEE IF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT WILL RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOUR
MILLION, ONE HUNDRED NINETEEN THOUSAND, TWO HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR DOLLARS
($4,1 19,264) FOR THE SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS, FOR THE PAYMENT OF SALARIES FOR THE
SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICLM.S AND AGENTS, AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF STATUTORY
OBLIGATIONS OF THE DISTRICT, AND TO AUTHORIZE THE APPLICATION AGAINST SAID
APPROPRL\TION OF SUCH SUMS AS ARE ESTIMATED TO BE RECEIVED TO THE
DISTRICT;THE SCHOOL BOARD TO CERTIFY TO THE SELECTMEN THE BALANCE BETWEEN
THE ESTIMATED REVENUE AND THE APPROPRIATION, WHICH BALANCE IS TO BE RAISED
BY THE TAXES IN THE TOWN. Ms. Connolly moved to accept Article 4 as written, and Ms. Boucher
seconded. Mr. Spencer stated his opposition to this amount, believing it to be in excess, and suggested
going back to last year's budget. Mr. Spencer also requested a secret ballot for which he had already
submitted five names in writing. All five people were verified to be in attendance. Mr. Caouette named Ms.
Nelson, Mr. Dionne, Ms. Flynn and Ms. Small as tellers and opened the polls. The results of the secret
ballot vote were YES - 74 NO - 54. Article 4 passed.
Article 5. TO SEE IF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO APPROVE THE COST ITEMS
INCLUDED IN THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT REACHED BETWEEN THE
ROLLINSFORD SCHOOL BOARD AND THE ROLLINSFORD TEACHERS' ASSOCL\TION WHICH
CALLS FOR THE FOLLOWING INCREASES IN SALARIES AND BENEFITS
Year
Article 6. SHALL THE ROLLINSFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT, IF ARTICLE FIVE IS DEFEATED,
AUTHORIZE THE GOVERNING BODY TO CALL A SPECIAL MEETING, AT ITS OPTION TO
ADDRESS ARTICLE FIVE COST ITEMS ONLY? Article 6 was deemed a moot point
Article 7. TO SEE IF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE
SUM OF UP TO $25,000 TO BE PLACED IN THE SCHOOL BUILDING IMPROVEMENT CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND PREVIOUSLY ESTABLISHED, WITH SUCH AMOUNT TO BE FUNDED FROM
THE \^AR END UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE SURPLUS AVAILABLE JULY 1 OF THIS
YEAR. Ms. Small moved the article. Ms. Laurion seconded. The board was asked to state the amount
currently in the account. Ms. Knowles stated you would find the amount of $32,834.74 in the Town Report
to which $25,000 needed to be added for a total of $57,834.74. Voice vote carried the motion.
Article 8. TO SEE IF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRL\TE THE
SUM OF FIFTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($55,000) FOR THE SPACE NEEDS STUDY FOR THE
ROLLINSFORD GRADE SCHOOL AND AUTHORIZE WITHDRAWAL OF SAME SUM FROM THE
SCHOOL BUILDING IMPROVEMENT CAPITAL RESERVE FUND. Ms. DeYoung-Martin moved the
article. Ms. Connolly seconded. Discussion as follows. Is this a wash item with no impact on the budget?
Yes. What is the study for? This study is to establish the difference between building a new school v.s.
adding on to the existing building and will include all of the operating systems in depth. Discussion ended.
A voice vote carried the motion.
Article 9. TO SEE IF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH A SPECIAL
EDUCATION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA; 35:l-b FOR THE
PURPOSE OF SUPPORTING THE EDUCATION OF EDUCATIONALLY DISABLED CHLDREN
AND FURTHERMORE TO SEE EF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE UP
TO FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($15,000) TO BE PLACED IN SAID FUND WITH SUCH
AMOUNT TO BE FUNDED FROM THE JUNE 30™ UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE FOR
TRANSFER ON JULY 1 ST. Ms. Connolly moved the motion. Ms. Dionne seconded. Discussion as
follows. Will there be any additional impact on the tax rate? No, it only comes from excess fiinds which will
be distributed first to the Capital Improvement fund. Is there a surplus estimate? No, the budget is frozen at
this time. This vote is only to establish the fund. Will there be a special meeting required to spend from this
account? No. Discussion terminated. Voice vote carried the motion.
Article 10. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO DESIGNATE THE SCHOOL BOARD AS
AGENTS TO EXPEND FROM THE EDUCATION OF EDUCATIONALLY DISABLED CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND. Ms. Boucher moved the article. Ms. Salvati seconded. Voice vote carried the motion.
Article 11. TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE THIS
MEETING. Ms. Connolly moved to adjourned. Mr. Wasson seconded. Voice vote carried the motion.
Meeting adjourned at 1 1 :30 A.M.
Respectfully submitted.
Sue Stairs
Rollinsford School District Clerk
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RQLLINSFORD EDUCATION FOUNDATION
We are in the process of supporting another play at the Rollinsford Grade School.
Amanda Russell and the children at the Rollinsford Grade school are busy working on the
play Willy Wonka! The play dates are March 19, 20 and 21, 2009 at the Rollinsford
Grade school gym. Please come and support the foundation on this project.
REF voted unanimously to approve a grant request made by Emily Spear a first grade
teacher at RGS. Len Cabral, a storyteller, will come to the school for a school wide
presentation and to do two workshops with students. We look forward to this
presentation.
If you have a project that will bring the arts to Rollinsford children consider applying for
a grant with our foundation. Below is the information to apply for a grant.
If you are interested in joining our foundation please call Bill Furbush at 742-2351 or
Denise Knowles at 742-8226.
Respectfully submitted,




THE ROLLINSFORD EDUCATION FOUNDATION
CRITERIA:
The Rollinsford Education Foundation (REF) will fund grants for the year commencing January 1 , 2009
through December 3
1
, 2009. A total of $ 2000.00 is available for this year's grant program.
Rollinsford Education Foundation encourages creative and innovative proposals that:
• Have a potential for benefiting the community as a whole by promoting learning.
• Help students, teachers and community members develop innovative teaching /learning strategies.
• Develop and enhance partnerships among students, educators and the community.
Reviewers will look more favorably upon programs or initiatives that demonstrate the actions they are
proposing will have a direct benefit on the educational system and promote community partnership for life
long learning.
HOW TO APPLY :
Applications should be submitted to the Board of Directors of the Rollinsford Education Foundation (REF)
at the address set forth below. At present, there will be two grant cycle's per year if funds allow. The
submission date is on or before April 1, 2009 and October 1, 2009. Applicants will be notified no later than
four weeks from April I, 2009 and October 1, 2009.
WHO MAY APPLY:
It is open to Educators, Rollinsford students and Rollinsford citizens.
Applicants should submit a cover sheet with their name, address and phone number, and a three to five
page proposal that includes the following information.
Proposal Title
Rationale (Why is the proposal needed?)
Goal (What is its intended purpose?)
Description (Who will the project serve and how will it be implemented?)
Program Evaluation (Who will evaluate your program and what are your evaluation criteria?)
Budget (Provide budget estimates for individual cost components such as labor, materials, meetings,
consultants, travel etc.)
Rollinsford Education Foundation




The Board of Directors will review each request based on the criteria listed below. Applicants may be
required to meet with the board before a final determination is made. The Board of Directors shall make
the final determination as to the awarding of the grants.
GRANT CRITERIA:
• Direct impact on the community as a whole
• Encourages partnerships and collaboration among educators, students and the community
• Proposal not presently funded through the school or town budget process
• Proposal will include an evaluation section to be completed and sent to the Board of Directors within 4













Minutes of Rollinsford Town Meeting
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STRAFFORD, SS
March 15, 2008
9:10 Meeting called to order with the Moderator reading the results of the balloting on
Article I and Articles IV held on Tuesday March 11, 2008.
ARTICLE I
To bring in your ballots for:
One (1) Selectman and Overseer for the Poor for three (3) years
Patrick Carroll 195
Albert J. Dionne 129
Town Clerk for one ( 1 ) year
Charisse E. Baker 291
Gail St. Hilaire 1
Gerard Birch 1
Town Treasurer for one (1) year







































Three (3) members of the Budget Committee for three (3) years



























































































One (1 ) Supervisor of the Checklist for four (4) years
Kristin Burnett 12
Lynn Spencer 3
Gail St. Hilaire 2






One (1) Supervisor of the Checklist for two (2) years
Lynn Spencer 12












Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the RoUinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Table 6.9 in
relation to uses allowed in various Zoning Districts. Specifically to amend the allowed
uses in the Suburban Residential 1 (SRI), Suburban Residential 2 (SR2) and the Country
Residential (CR) Districts to limit certain non-residential and multi-family uses currently
permitted in these rural residential districts?
Results of balloting: Yes 184 No 108
ARTICLE III
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the RoUinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section
8.20A relating to home occupations to modify the number of children in a child care
operation from "4 or less" to "3 or less" and Section 8.20B relating to home business
ordinances to modify the number of children in a child care operation from "4 or less" to
"6 or less"?
Results of balloting: Yes 177 No 123
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ARTICLE IV
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed to amend
Section 8.7.7 of the RoUinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: This proposed amendment
would allow having a shared driveway in a cluster subdivision. The main conditions
would be that the parcel has to be a minimum of 10 acres. All created new parcels would
be required to be 5 acres; they could not be further subdivided and could only be used for
single-family dwellings. The construction and maintenance of the driveway would not be
the responsibility of the Town. The driveway would be required to be built in accordance
with the driveway standards as stated in the Subdivision Regulations. No more than five
dwellings would be allowed to use a shared driveway and the total length of the shared
portion of the driveway would not be allowed to exceed one half mile. (NOTE: The full
text of this proposed amendment is available to the public in the voting room) BY
PETITION (The RoUinsford Planning Board does not support Amendment No. 3)
Results of balloting: Yes 149 No 158
ARTICLE V
To choose all other necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year
Surveyor of Wood and Lumber
Paul Connolly, Ralph Phipps, Richard Wasson, Steve Ross are nominated
and re-elected (Voice Vote)
Fence Viewer
Paul Janetos Sr. is nominated and re-elected (Voice Vote)
Tree Warden
Ed Charpentier is nominated and re-elected (Voice Vote)
Parks and Recreation
Larry Larkin is nominated and re-elected (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE VI
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum equal to all revenues in excess
of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) that may be received from the Hydro Electric Plant
to be placed in the Town's Hydro Electric Fund. The first $50,000.00 or any lesser
amount that may be received will be used as offset against Town Budget expenditures
(Majority vote required).
Motion to accept as read made by Charles Dionne; seconded by Ron Chabot, no
discussion Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
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ARTICLE VII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000) and authorize the withdrawal of $15,000.00 from the Land Trust Fund
Capital Reserve to finance land survey and related expenses that may be incurred in
assisting private land owners who donate Conservation Easements and/or to purchase
options to buy critical lands the town may wish to protect for open space or conservation
uses. (Majority vote required).
Motion to accept as read made by Nancy Diorme; seconded by Ron Chabot, no
discussion Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE VIII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000) to be added to the Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. The Budget Committee and Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Arlene Boucher; seconded by Richard O.
Wasson, no discussion Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE IX
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate sixty thousand dollars
($60,000) for road reconstruction and drainage upgrades. The Budget Committee and
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Richard O. Wasson; seconded by Larry Larkin,
no discussion Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE X
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate three thousand six hundred
dollars ($ 3600) for cemetery capital improvements. The Budget Committee and
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Carlton Spencer; seconded by Ron Chabot, no
discussion Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XI
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand
dollars ($20,000) to be added to the Land Trust Fund previously established. Twenty
thousand will be transferred from the Land Use Change Tax Fund to fund this
appropriation. The Budget Committee and Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Charles Dionne; seconded by Charlie Putnam,
no discussion Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
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ARTICLE XII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate twenty five thousand dollars
($25,000) and authorize the withdrawal of this amount from the Hydro Reserve Fund to
be used as revenue to offset taxes in the 2007 budget. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Ron Chabot; seconded by Nancy Dionne, no
discussion Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XIII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate twenty thousand dollars
($20,000) to be placed in the Re-evaluation Capital Reserve Fund to be used for the
Town property re-evaluation in 2010. The Budget Committee and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Ron Chabot; seconded by Nancy Dionne.
Robert Cavanaugh expressed concern regarding the last assessment of his homes.
He also stated that Avitar had admitted to making a mistake. Michele Small asked
if the town was looking into other assessing companies for the next round of
reevaluations. Mr. Cooper stated that Avitar was not home owner friendly and
that they expect the residents to take time from work to have them assess their
homes. Ed Jansen explained that residents need to put their complaints in writing
and submit them to the Board of Selectmen so that they could address these issues
with Avitar and ask these questions when looking into new assessing companies.
Residents should expect a reevaluation in 09/10. Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XIV
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate fifty thousand dollars
($50,000) to add to the Highway Building Capital Reserve Fund that was established to
hold money for the ftiture construction ofnew highway buildings near the transfer
station. The Budget Committee and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Ron Chabot, seconded by Carlton Spencer.
Jamie Miller asked what the building was for and how big it was going to be.
Selectmen Ed Jansen showed a diagram of the proposed site. Ed Jansen and
Nathaniel Leach explained the tentative plans for the existing site on Silver Street.
Robert Cavanaugh wanted to know the cost of the new facility which Ed
explained the proposed price as $120,000. Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XV
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate fifty thousand dollars
($50,000.00) to renovate the second floor of the Town Hall and to authorize the
acceptance of private gifts and/or private grants to fund the renovation. (Renovation will
not be undertaken until required gifts or grants have been received.) The Budget
Committee and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
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Motion to accept as read made by Charlie Dionne; seconded by Ron
Chabot. Larry Laricin would like to know what the future plans are for the
renovations of the upstairs now that the library is in the Mill? Ed Jansen explained
that they hope to continue with the renovations for future community purposes.
Leland Tedder wants to know where the money goes until the plans are finalized.
Selectmen Ed Jansen explained that the funds go into a specific surplus account
just for those renovations. Nelson Lawry wanted to know why the Town meetings
were not being held there anymore. Ed Jansen explained because of accessibility.
Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XVI
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate ten thousand dollars
($10,000) to fiind survey and legal costs associated with preparation of conservation
easements on the Scout land Conservation area currently owned by the Town and zoned
for conservation uses and to authorize the withdrawal of $10,000 from the Land Trust
Capital Reserve Fund. The Budget Committee and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)(This will be added to $10,000 carried over from
2007 for this purpose)
Motion to accept as read made by Elizabeth Marcott, seconded by Nancy Dionne.
Mark Couture asked who will oversee these fiinds, he expressed concern
regarding the information that the town auditor reported in the towns' annual
report. Ed Jansen explained that the Conservation Commission and the Board of
Selectmen. Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XVII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate twelve thousand two
hundred dollars ($12,200) to lease a new police cruiser that will replace the Ford cruiser
scheduled to be retired. The Budget Committee and Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Ron Chabot; seconded by Arlene Boucher,
Nelson Lawry wanted to know how many cruisers that the Police Department had
the Chief answered (3) Chris Reishus wanted to know if the town has always
leased vehicles and was concerned regarding the mileage cap. The Chief
explained that there is no mileage cap in the lease agreement. Ayes carry (Voice
Vote)
ARTICLE XVIII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate ten thousand dollars
($10,000) for demolition of the Old Redmen Club Building. (This will be added to
$10,000 carried over from 2007). The Budget Committee and the Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Chris Reishus; seconded by Nancy Dionne.
Elizabeth Marcotte asked when the demolition was taking place? Selectmen Ed
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Jansen said that the demoHtion would take place this summer. Rob Cavanaugh
wanted to know if the Fire Department could use the Redmans for training. Ed
Jansen explained that it was to close to Gail St.Hilaire's house. Paul Turgeon
wanted to know about all the items stored. Selectmen Nathaniel Leach explained
that the building was empty and all items had been removed. Ayes carry (Voice
Vote)
ARTICLE XIX
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate two hundred twenty-five
thousand dollars ($225,000) to build a new Highway Building and a new salt shed on
Jesse Doe Road near the Transfer Station Building. The revenue for this appropriation
would be $150,000 and interest removed from the Highway Building Fund, and
approximately $75,000 taken from Town Surplus Funds. Recommended by the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Carlton Spencer, seconded by Ron Chabot.
Mark Couture would like to know if this going to bid and if there will be a Clerk
of Works. Ed Jansen explained that it will not be formal bidding process so that
they could look into local contractors. There will also be a knowledgeable person
in charge to oversee the process. Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XX
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate one hundred twenty-eight
thousand dollars ($128,000) for repair and renovation of the Town Hall tower to repair
leaks and structural deficiencies. Funds for the renovation would come from surplus town
funds. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Ed Charpentier, seconded by Ron Chabot,
David Nylund would like to know ifwe are raising the money or if it is being
taken out of Surplus. It is explained that the money will be taken from surplus.
It will not have impact on this year's tax rate. Nelson Lawry discusses the
historical value of the building of the current town offices. Mr. Fisher suggested
that the town or the Historical society apply for a grant to help fund the repairs.
Several other residents had suggestions of building a new municipal building
along with the new Highway and Salt shed and cut our losses with all the money
that we are putting into the current town hall now. Other suggestions are to just
remove the tower and cap it off. Another question was if local contractors are
being notified to perform the necessary repairs.
Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XXI
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate ten thousand ($10,000) to
seal leaks in the Town Hall basement, and to replace flooring damaged in the basement.
The Budget Committee and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required)
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Motion to accept as read made by Charlie Dionnc; seconded by Arlene Boucher.
No discussions Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XXII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the budget committee
recommended sum of one million two hundred seventy-six thousand one hundred eighty-
four dollars ($1,276,184.00) for general municipal operations. This article does not
include capital articles addressed above. (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Ron Chabot; seconded by G. Flynn, no
discussion Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
Ed Jansen presented Charlie Putnam and Nancy Carmer with appreciation plaques for
their many years of service on the Planning Board and to the community.
ARTICLE XXIII
To see if the Town will vote to change the name of Ross Road to Old Wentworth
pasture. BY PETITION (Majority vote required)
Motion to accept as read made by Michele Small; seconded by Dave Nylund,
Arlene Boucher opposes article. Jim Casey motioned for a secret ballot, supported
my Mr. Fisher, Michele Small, Carlton Spencer, and Leland Tedder. Most
residents of Ross Road formerly Wentworth Pastures want to return the name of
the road back to Wentworth Pastures. It was brought to everyone's attention that
originally the road was change to honor past selectmen Ed Ross. Another reason
that it was changed is because of safety reasons concerning 91 lissues. Additional
residents explained that they have either changed road names or numbers since
they have lived in Rollinsford. (Secret Ballot)
Results of balloting: Yes 37 No 51
Petition defeated.
ARTICLE XXIV
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest
bidder, the surplus equipment and vehicles owned by the Town. (Majority vote required).
Motion to accept as read made by Richard O. Wasson; seconded by Charlie
Dionne. No discussions Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
ARTICLE XXV
To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 12th day of February 2008.
Motion to accept as read made by Rita Connolly; seconded by Nelson Lawry. No
discussions Ayes carry (Voice Vote)
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Motion to adjourn town meeting by Rita Connolly, seconded by Nancy Dionne, Ayes
carry. (Voice Vote)
I, Charisse E. Baker, Town Clerk of Rollinsford, attest that these are actual excerpts from
the Town Meeting held Saturday March 15, 2008.
Charisse E. Baker, Town Clerk
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Total number of records
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DATES TO REMEMBER
January 1 Fiscal year begins
March 7 Annual School Meeting.
March 1 Election for Town Officers.
March 14 Annual Town Meeting.
March 24 Annual Water and Sewer Meeting.
April 1 All property, real and personal, assessed to owner this date.
April 1
5
Last day to file for Current Use Assessment.
April 15 Last day for Veterans to file for Service Credit. Applies only to those who
Have not previously applied in RoUinsford.
April 15 Last day for property owners to file Property Inventories, RSA 77:14,
(Subject of 1% fine, no less than $10.00 no more than $50.00)
April 30 Last day to license dogs.
July 1 Property taxes billed in June due by this date.
December 1 Last day to pay 2009 property taxes billed in November 2009 without
Penalty.





WARRANT FOR ROLLINSFORD TOWN MEETING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STRAFFORD, SS
MARCH 14, 2009
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF ROLLINSFORD
COUNTY OF STRAFFORD, STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified that the polls will be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the
Rollinsford Town Hall, on Tuesday, March 10, 2009 to bring in your ballot for the Town
Officers to be elected in Article I, and to vote by ballot on Articles, II - XI and then to
meet at the Rollinsford Grade School at 9 a.m. on Saturday, March 14, 2009 to act on the
budget and other Articles in the Warrant.
ARTICLE I
To bring in your ballots for:
One (1) Selectman and Overseer for the Poor for three (3) years.
Town Clerk for one (1) year.
Town Treasurer for one (1) year.
Chief of the Fire Department for one (I) year.
Three (3) members of the Budget Committee for three (3) years.
One (I) member of the Budget Committee for one (1) year.
One (1) Trustee of the Trust Funds for three (3) years.
One (1) Trustee of the Library Trust for three (3) years.
One (1) Trustee of the Cemetery Trust for three (3) years.
ARTICLE II
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Plarming Board for the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section 1.1
by inserting the following italicized explanatory language: "For all the purposes of
zoning embraced in New Hampshire Revised Statutes, this Rollinsford Zoning
Ordinance to provide reasonable opportunitiesfor housing ofall types and levels
ofaffordability To preserve and increase amenities throughout the Town of
Rollinsford." This Amendment further explains one of the purposes of the Rollinsford
Zoning Ordinance. (Recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE III
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Plarming Board for the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section
2.23A to allow impact fees to be used to pay for capital improvements at schools where
RoUinsford's children are tuitioned. Presently, Impact Fees may only be used to offset
capital costs for schools within and owned by the Town of Rollinsford. (Recommended
by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE IV
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section 2.28
by changing the definition of Lot Coverage to Building Coverage. The definition remains
the same. Additionally to amend Section 7, Table 7 to change "Max % Lot Coverage" to
"Max % Building Coverage." (Recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE V
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section
2.39 b) by deleting the text that has been stricken out and adding the italicized text:
Nonconforming Lot means a "lot" as defined by Section 2.26 that does not comply with
all existing </imeif5io/ia/ requirements of the Ordinance, including, but not limited to,
requirements as to the minimum lot size for a proposed or existing use of the lot within
the lot's zoning district. (Recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE VI
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 5 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section 5.3.3
by deleting the existing Section pertaining to the replacement of a non-conforming
structure and replacing it with a new section which provides greater opportunities to
reconstruct damaged non- conforming structures. (Recommended by the Plarming Board)
ARTICLE VII
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 6 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section
6.6.2.h by prohibiting dry cleaning establishments which clean clothes on-site within the
Well Site Protection District. (Recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE VIII
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 7 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section
6.7.4.a by deleting the current section pertaining to wetland buffers, and replacing it with
a new section which better defines what is permitted within existing wetland buffers.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE IX
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 8 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Rollinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section 2.8.b
to delete the current definition of "Condominium" and replace it with the following text;
"Condominium: means real property, and any interests therein, lawfully approved and
in compliance with the provisions ofNew Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated
3S6-B. " (See explanatory below) (Recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE X
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Roliinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section
2.8 d. to modify the definition of "Condominium Unit" by deleting the text that has been
stricken out and adding the italicized text;
"Condominium unit means a dwelling unit
together with the undivided interest in the common area appertaining to that unit in
accordance with RSA 356-B:3, XXIX, as amendedfrom time to time. " (See explanatory
below) (Recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE XI
Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofAmendment No. 10 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Roliinsford Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Table 6.9 by
deleting Section A. 4. Condominium, and renumbering the table. (See explanatory below)
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
Explanatory Note forAmendments 8,9 & 10: Theproposed amendment to the
definition of ''condominium" and "condominium unit" and deletion ofthat termfrom
the Table ofUses is consistent with the intent ofthe current zoning ordinance, but
clarifies text to allow the condominiumform ofownership in any zone, as New
Hampshire law requires, subject to use and dimensional restrictions required ofany
property in certain zones,
ARTICLE XII
To choose all other necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE XIII
Shall the Town accept the provisions ofRSA 202-A:18 to discontinue said
Library. (By petition)
ARTICLE XIV
Shall the Town accept the provisions ofRSA 202-A:4-C I (a) specific rescission
of such authority, of the public library Trustees. (By petition)
ARTICLE XV
In accordance with RSA 39:3:" To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $28,000 to fimd the Roliinsford Public Library for 2009." (By
petition)(Recommended by Budget Committee and the Selectmen)
ARTICLE XVI
In accordance with RSA 39:3, "To see if the town will authorize the Library
Trustees to apply for, accept and expend grants, donations, and other monies to be used
for additional operating expenses for the Roliinsford Public Library for 2009." (By
petition)
ARTICLE XVII
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum equal to all revenues in excess of
fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) that may be received from the Hydro Electric Plant to
be placed in the Town's Hydro Electric Fund. The first $50,000.00 or any lesser amount
that may be received will be used as offset against Town Budget expenditures (Majority
vote required).
ARTICLE XVIII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000) and authorize the withdrawal of $15,000.00 from the Land Trust Fund
Capital Reserve to finance land survey and related expenses that may be incurred in
assisting private land owners who donate Conservation Easements and/or to purchase
options to buy critical lands the town may wish to protect for open space or conservation
uses. (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE XIX
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000) to be added to the Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. The Budget Committee and Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XX
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate seventy-five thousand dollars
($75,000) for road reconstruction and drainage upgrades. The Budget Committee and
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XXI
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand
dollars ($20,000) to be added to the Land Trust Fund previously established. Twenty
thousand will be transferred from the Land Use Change Tax Fund to fund this
appropriation. The Budget Committee and Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XXII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate twenty five thousand dollars
($25,000) and authorize the withdrawal of this amount from the Hydro Reserve Fund to
be used as revenue to offset taxes in the 2009 budget. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XXIII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate twenty- two thousand dollars
($22,000) to be used for property measurements and data verification in 2009, which
represents the first phase of a two year property revaluation process which will be
completed in 2010 as required by State law. (The total cost of the two-year revaluation
process will be $83,600. The Town Revaluation Reserve Fund had $40,307.42 on Dec.
31, 2008. The Town will need to raise about $21,000 in 2010 to complete the funding of
the revaluation process). The Budget Committee and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XXIV
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate fifty thousand dollars
($50,000.00) to renovate the second floor of the Tovm Hall and to authorize the
acceptance of private gifts and/or private grants to fund the renovation. (Renovation will
not be undertaken until required gifts or grants have been received.) The Budget
Committee and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XXV
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate twelve thousand two hundred
dollars ($12,200) to lease a new police cruiser that will replace the Ford cruiser scheduled
to be retired. The Budget Committee and Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XXVI
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the budget committee
recommended sum ofone million two hundred ninety-five thousand seven hundred four
dollars ($1,295,704.00) for general municipal operations. This article does not include
capital articles addressed above nor Article XV pertaining to Library appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
ARTICLE XXVII
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder,
the surplus equipment and vehicles owned by the Town. (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE XXVIII
To transact any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 23rd day of February 2009.
Edmund F. Jansen, Jr., Chairman
Nathaniel Leach
Patrick Carroll
Board of Selectmen



